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These are the parts of the bowdrill, we will look at them in detail but
as an introduction: The Drill will be spun against The Base Board using
The Bow.
The friction between The Drill and The Base Board will grind them into
wood dust and also heat the dust up to the point where it smoulders.
The smouldering dust is called a ‘coal’.
We will push The Drill into The Base Board using The Bearing Block.
Finally The Coal Catcher holds the ground up wood so that doesn’t fall
on the cold earth.

In a Spruce/
Pine forest
the best
bearing
block is a
piece of a dead sapling where the
knots grow in a ring around the trunk.
The knots are very hard and we carve our depression into
one of the knots.
We lubricate the depression with Spruce/Pine resin.
A stone or
shells work
as bearing
blocks too.

The Bow

Our Bow should be ridge
(not springy) and be slightly
curved.
Shorter bows are much
easier to use but an arms
length bow will work best.
We use 3mm braided nylon
rope for the bow string.

The Bearing Block is made of a hard material
that has a depression in it that the top end
of the drill can spin in.
It must be very comfortable in the hand
because we will be pushing down on it quite
hard.

			

We look for
a stone with
a depression
in it and use
the point
of another
stone to
grind the depression smooth.

If we are near the sea we can use a couple of limpet shells as a
bearing block. We must stack several on each other or the heat
will burn our hand as we drill.

The Drill &
The Base Board
The drill and the base board are made from the
same piece of wood.
When we are looking for a suitable piece we want:
1. Straight, 1 foot (30cm) long by 2’’ (5cm) diameter
piece of wood.
2. Dry, standing dead wood (See Fires 1)
3. Non resinous (so avoid Pine) (If the wood has
lots of sap or resin in it then it will look shiny, like
plastic, when you cut it. The wood we want will look
matted when shaved.)
4. Soft wood (When we push our thumb nail into the wood it should
leave a visible mark, but it should not crumble.)
5. Woods like Hazel, Willow, Poplar, Sycamore and Ivy tend to work
well. But only a the right point in their rotting.
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The base board should
be about 2’’ (5cm) wide
but it can be wider.
The base board needs to be fairly flat and about thumb thickness
deep (2cm).
In terms of length the base board should be about one foot long so
that we have plenty of room to hold it in place with our foot while
we are drilling.
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The key thing about our

drill is that it must be
straight. If there is any
bend in the drill it will wobble
as we spin it and we won’t be able to build up our dust.
Beyond being straight the drill should be between index finger and
thumb thickness and be roughly round.
The drill should be about as long as the distance from your elbow to
your wrist.
We make one end have an abrupt point (this end will be the
bottom and spin against the base board) and the other end (top)
should have a gradual point, like the end of a pencil.

Preparation for
the Fire

When we practice the bow drill it is very easy to get preoccupied
with getting our smouldering dust and we can forget that we need
our fire preparations sorted before we start drilling.
Here is a list to keep track of what we
need before we start:
1. A fire lay
2. Tinder bundle (See final page)
3. Kindling (three sizes: See Fires 1)
1, First Aid kit
2. Trained First Aider
3. Ground is not peaty/boggy
4. Water bucket and fire blanket next to the fire area
6. A circle of radius 1 meter around fire and 4 meters above the fire
are clear of burnable material (grass, leaves, branches, etc.)
7. Water source near by.
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We want to
make our hole
about 2cm in
from the edge of
our base board.
Using the tip
of our knife we
carve a small
hole in the base
board for the tip our drill to
rotate in.

First we sit our drill into
the depression we carved
and hold it in place with
the bearing block.
We don’t lubricate the
bearing block as we need
to burn it in too.
We make sure our knee has
padding under it.

We keep our back straight and lean into
the space between our legs, not down
onto our knee as we won’t be able to
breathe properly.
The most important part is that our
wrist (or forearm) is pulled tight against
our shin (or knee.)
This forms a triangle between our
heel, the drill and our wrist that is
very stable. We change our posture
to make this triangle comfortable.

To spin our drill we need to twist the drill into our bow string.
We brace bow against our stomach and the ground. Then we sit the
drill between the bow and the string with the bottom (blunt end)
facing up. Now we twist the drill away from us. The drill should end
up on the outside of the bow, not between the string and the bow.

The drill must be perfectly
vertical and the bow moves back
and forth horizontally.
We stop drilling when the hole is
the diameter of the drill.
The picture above shows bad posture. I am crouched over on my
knee, making breathing difficult,and the drill and bow are slanted.
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When we were ‘burning
in’ our base board hole we
ended up with a ring of dust
around the edge.
We need to get this dust to
gather in one place so it
can be effectively heated
into a ‘coal’.
To do this we are going to
carve a wedge out of the
side of our baseboard.

Now we need to
lubricate the bearing
block hole with, soap,
succulent plants or
Pine/Spruce resin.
We are now ready to
start the
process of making
our ‘coal’.

Here are
our
steps:

1. Place our foot close to the hole.

2. Twist our drill into our bow and hold it to the base board with
our bearing block.
3. Keep our back straight and lean into the gap between our legs.
4. Braise our wrist (or forearm) against shin (or knee).
5. Keep the drill perfectly vertical and move the bow back and
forth horizontally.

The wedge should be about
an eighth of a circle and the
wedge should stop before the
centre of the hole.
The wedge should be wider
at the bottom than the top to
help the coal form better.
Place a wood shaving under the wedge to catch the dust. This is
the ‘coal catcher’.

6. Start slow with very little pressure until you are comfortable.
We can change our posture to make things more comfortable.
7. When we can spin the drill very stably, increase pressure and
speed till we get some smoke. Only go fast enough to get smoke,
we don’t want to wear ourselves out at this stage.
8. When we have filled our wedge with dark brown dust we
increase our speed. We are now trying to heat our dust up to
where it will start to smoulder.
9. After 30 seconds at high speed, stop and remove the drill.
10. If we succeeded smoke will keep coming from the dust.
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Drilling

Tips and Advice

1. Start practicing with very little pressure till you are comfortable
and you can drill steadily .

Once we get a ‘coal’ we
can relax. The coal will
take several minutes to
grow strong enough
for us to use.

2. We must focus on breathing when we drill. When we push ourselves
we have a tendency to hold our breath and we will get exhausted.

We should not blow
on the coal at all as we
have large amounts of
moisture in our breath so instead we gently move
the baseboard a little back form the coal and use our hand as a fan
to waft extra air to our coal.
When the coal has grown
to the point where we
can see it’s red glow then
we very gently ease it
into our tinder bundle
(see next page).

3. The bow string must be very tight around the drill or it will slip. We
can make the string tighter by pinching the string against the bow.

Dust

3. Very black dust that won’t smoulder probably means the wood has
resin/sap in it or the wood is too hard.
4. Light brown dust means we are not drilling fast enough.
5. Chunks of wood in our dust means we are pressing too hard
or the base board (and/or drill) are too soft/rotten.
We want dark brown to black dust with the texture
of fine wire wool.

4.
The tinder bundle must have
very fine, tightly packed
material at it’s centre or the
coal will fall apart. We ease
the coal into the tinder
bundle with a stick. We don’t
drop it into the tinder bundle.
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We can hold
the bundle with
feather sticks or
little branches
to protect our
hands when the
fibres go on fire.
Wind Direction.

Tinder bundles can be made from any fine fibrous materials that
are dry. Dead grass, dead plant stems, very fine shavings of wood,
inner bark of dead Poplar trees, etc. all work well.
The tinder bundle must be fuzzed up as much as possible, to do
this we take a handful of our fibrous material and tear it up by
repeatedly pulling it apart.

When we have fuzzed up our fibres
we twist them up like we were
making rope, then form them into
a nest shape.
Next we make sure that the centre of the nest has lots of very fine
fibres in it and that it is very tightly compacted.
If the centre is loose then when we blow on our coal or charred
material it will blow out through the tinder bundle.

We carefully add our
coal or charred
material to the centre
of the tinder bundle
and close the tinder
bundle around it.
Now we stand with
our back to the wind
and gently blow into the bundle with a steady breath
till we get some smoke. As the smoke increases we blow harder. Our
face never comes closer than six inches to the tinder bundle as we
blow so we don’t push the moisture from our breath into it.
Wind Direction. We can
swing our
arms gently
while we
are
breathing
to keep up
the air flow.
When the bundle takes flame we build
our fire around it. See Fire Craft I for
details on how to build a fire.

